
 

 

LADY MASTER MAGDA (MARY MAGDALENE)  

v Assists with 6th Ray – Devotion and Idealism 
v Divine Complement is Master Sananda 

The Lady Master Magda is the twin flame of Sananda (who lived a lifetime as the 
man we know as Jesus) incarnating with him in that lifetime as Mary the 
Magdalene. She and Sananda are closely linked with Archaeon Azrael and his 
feminine counterpart, Magdalena the Lady Mercy, who influenced them during 
those lifetimes. She holds for us the energies of Jesus’ power of healing and can 
help us connect more strongly with those energies for healing ourselves and 
others. She also carries the flame of Hope to support us in overcoming 
temptations of all kinds in the knowledge that all "sins" can be forgiven.  

She serves in the Temple of Resurrection with him and with Lady Virtue, Archaeon Maraeon in her 
persona as Mother Mary. Working with Lady Magda is all about working with Pure Love, and her 
presence reinforces all aspects of the heart energy, especially self-love and unconditional love, both 
for ourselves and for others. We need to have self-love in order to know and understand that we 
need and deserve forgiveness. This Self-forgiveness then cleanses everything else that is negative 
from our hearts, so that we may feel ourselves surrounded by unconditional love. And as we are 
filled with that love, so it may spill out from us to others so that they may experience it also through 
everything we say and do. Love for our Self is also the foundation of the road to self-healing, and 
self-healing leads to wholeness from which state all things are available to us and all directions are 
open. It is our foundation on which all other positive attributes can be built.  

Kundalini: Together with Sananda she brings the gift of the transfer of the Coil of Fire, which represents the 
Alpha and the Omega (Father and Mother God). When these mesh together (1 is masculine and 1 feminine) 
they form an energetic template known as the Divine Caduceus. This is formed from 2 coils of gold energy 
like fine golden wire that spiral around our spinal cord from base to crown chakras, and eventually act to link 
and energize the connection between our Alpha and Omega chakras and extend our links to our Divine 
Selves and (through the planet and her gridworks) All That Is. 

 
Perhaps the most important gift Lady Master Magda brings now is the use of the Magdalene Flame, which 
was grounded into the planet in 2004. This is a silvery-blue flame containing the pure energies of Source, 
which carries and restores the Power of purity, innocence and love. This is infinitely useful when used hand 
in hand with the violet flame of purification and transformation, using the violet flame to burn away and 
transmute negativity on any level, and then bringing in the Magdalene flame to restore all to its original state 
of Pure being. She tells us that we can all use the violet flame to transmute and balance karma - past, 
present and future, for this will help us in our Ascension process. Once done, we should see our fields 
bathed in the Light of her flame to restore us to energy and balance. 

Message from Beloved Mary Magdalen 

 “You too were once in this state, when as sparks of Light from the One Flame you exploded into 
existence - pure, perfect and joyful emanations of the Divine Creator. And it is to this state that you 
seek to return, and hence the reasons behind your incarnations and many lifetimes and 
experiences of learning and growth. The lessons and learning are a part of the journey, which you 
are making in order to return to Divine Creator pure, joyful and all-knowing, all-understanding and 
all-accepting Beings of Light; steadfast in your commitment and accepting of the sacrifices that will 
make these things possible”.—Lady Magdalene 


